WildCats Conservation Alliance is a funding initiative of Dreamworld Wildlife Foundation (Charity ABN # 61150274463) and the Zoological Society of London (charity # 208728).

IMPACT

HAS RAISED £4,244,206 TO FUND 246 PROPOSALS FROM 103 DIFFERENT PROJECTS IN 7 DIFFERENT COUNTRIES SINCE 1997

POPULATION MONITORING

Monitoring provides a better understanding of population numbers & long-term trends. Only with intensive monitoring can we determine whether conservation actions are having a positive impact. Monitoring methods include camera traps, snow tracking, DNA analysis and pug mark surveys.

China: WildCats funds the monitoring of Amur leopards dispersing into Hunchun Nature Reserve (HNR).

Indonesia: Long term funding in KSNP has helped to increase and stabilise the tiger population.

EDUCATION, OUTREACH & TRAINING

Community based programmes seek to inspire children and adults to nurture and protect their local wildlife and lands rather than take part in hunting, poaching and illegal land conversion. People see the value of tigers and Amur leopards to their landscape when they bring in eco-tourism or government schemes.

Individual proposals have been funded since 1997 that have engaged with communities and young people in China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia and Russia.

Training, both formal and informal in the skills needed to manage Protected Areas and buffer zones is crucial.

REDUCING THREATS

We fund projects that protect tigers and Amur leopards by intelligence-led SMART* antipoaching patrolling, habitat protection and wildlife crime deterrents. Long term help to communities and supporting mutual co-existence reduces the threat of conflict with big cats.

The use of the SMART* patrol tool has been implemented in 9 Protected Areas in 5 countries since 2013 and maximises the effectiveness of patrols.

Tiger poachers or traders have been imprisoned after arrested in Kerinci Seblat National Park (KSNP) since 2001.

Less active tiger snares set in the core of the park since 2015, the lowest level since 2008.

REDUCING THREATS (continued)

Community based programmes seek to inspire children and adults to nurture and protect their local wildlife and lands rather than take part in hunting, poaching and illegal land conversion. People see the value of tigers and Amur leopards to their landscape when they bring in eco-tourism or government schemes.

Individual proposals have been funded since 1997 that have engaged with communities and young people in China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia and Russia.

Training, both formal and informal in the skills needed to manage Protected Areas and buffer zones is crucial.

We fund projects that protect tigers and Amur leopards by intelligence-led SMART* antipoaching patrolling, habitat protection and wildlife crime deterrents. Long term help to communities and supporting mutual co-existence reduces the threat of conflict with big cats.

The use of the SMART* patrol tool has been implemented in 9 Protected Areas in 5 countries since 2013 and maximises the effectiveness of patrols.

Tiger poachers or traders have been imprisoned after arrested in Kerinci Seblat National Park (KSNP) since 2001.

Less active tiger snares set in the core of the park since 2015, the lowest level since 2008.

2020

IN SUMATRA 18 OF THE TIGER PROTECTION & CONSERVATION UNITS RECEIVED TRAINING IN SCENE OF CRIME INVESTIGATION.

2,500 STUDENTS TAUGHT CONFLICT MITIGATION STRATEGIES IN FORMAL EDUCATIONAL SETTINGS

CAMERA TRAPS WERE PLACED ACROSS 5,600 KM² IN 5 PROTECTED AREAS RECORDING 379 INDIVIDUAL TIGERS - 7.5 % OF ALL WILD TIGERS

18,100 YOUNG PEOPLE INSPIRED BY EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES IN RUSSIA, NEPAL & INDONESIA.

217 PROJECT STAFF, WERE TRAINED IN SURVEY TECHNIQUE, CAMERA TRAP MONITORING AND CONFLICT MITIGATION.

* SMART: Spatial Monitoring and Reporting Tool
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